A detailed group theoretic approach is developed for the 2X2 AKNS system with potentials supported on the half-line. This approach uses consistently Riemann-Hilbert splittings interpreted as factorizations in certain Banach Lie groups. In particular, it is shown how meromorphic splittings introduced by Beals and Coifman can be replaced with regular Riemann-Hilbert splittings leading to the group theoretic notion of a scattering data.
Introduction
Through the work of Sato [9] and Segal and Wilson [11] , it is known that certain classes of solutions to the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) or the KadomtsevPetviashivilli (KP) equation form interesting infinite dimensional manifolds. The appearance of an infinite dimensional Grassmannian in the theory of the KdV equation can be traced back to the factorization problem of RiemannHilbert type on the unit circle. Moreover, similar factorizations can be formulated for the AKNS systems, and in particular for, the modified KdV equation. The solutions obtained along these lines include all solitons, all rational and all quasiperiodic solutions ("Krichever's method"). In contrast, the solutions obtained from the inverse scattering method on the real line R are generically not in the Sato-Segal-Wilson Grassmannian.
Our goal is to clarify this situation by studying the role of the Riemann-Hilbert factorizations in the inverse scattering method. We restrict our attention to 2 X 2 matrices for the sake of simplicity of presentation. The main results of this paper should carry over to the nXn case without much change. In this paper we study the 2 X 2-AKNS-equation [1] and Bar Yaakov [4] we find that two different decompositions of G are of importance. At one hand, the groups G-and G + of elements g(z) of G with holomorphic extensions to C_ and C+ and lim g(z)=J define the Riemann-Hilbert splitting. On the other hand, it turns out that for an open and dense subset P 0~ of the potentials Pũ nder consideration, the AKNS-equation and the Riemann-Hilbert splitting are related by the equation g(z)
x =g_0c, z)~lg + (x, z), x<0, where g £^G£ and g(zY=e x^g (z)e~x zJ , Moreover, g(z) -W-(z)~lW+(z), where W-is a lower triangular matrix with diagonal I, i. e. W-^£P i, and W+ is an upper triangular matrix with diagonal I, i. e. JF+EE^,. In the proof of the above splitting result we use work of Beals-Coifman, who show that a splitting exists with matrices that are meromorphic in z, and of Sattinger-Zurkowski, who show that the matrices of Beals-Coifman are a product of a holomorphic factor and a very specific meromorphic factor. Note that our result is equivalent with the statement that the holomorphic factors are in G e . In addition we show that Wcan be chosen to lie in JS? 1 n6+ and W+ can be chosen to be in ^jflG-. Furthermore, we show that there exists an analytic injective (scattering) map from P 0~ to (& l r\G+)x(ty l XG-') that has an open and dense image i^0. Conversely, we prove that for g£lF 0 we have g*£G_G+ for *<0; therefore the corresponding Riemann-Hilbert splitting yields a solution of the AKNSequation with a potential Q=Q g . We show that the (inverse scattering) map g^Q g maps i^Q onto P 0~ and that it is the inverse of the scattering map P 0~~î^0 . In the final section we interpret this in terms of the natural image of i^Q in the quotient Ji =^~\G/^+ ', where JS?~ and ^+ are the lower triangular and upper triangular matrices in G_ and G + respectively.
It is an interesting open question whether the scattering map can be extended to an injective map from all potentials to Jt . This paper is divided up into five chapters. The first chapter recalls some basic definitions and results concerning the Banach Lie group G predominantly used in this paper. This includes facts about the Riemann-Hilbert splitting in G_G + CG. In §2 triangular decompositions of G are investigated. We note that each g£= G can be written in the form g= uldu, where u and / are upper and lower triangular respectively, and where d is diagonal. The last part of this chapter investigates the elements of type ldu^G+, a technical preparation for Chapter 5.
In § 3 we refine results of [1] , [4] , and [10] . Though this is of very technical character, it gives the basis for the ensuing investigations. In particular, we show how the "meromorphic splitting" of [1] can be reinterpreted (using [10] ) as a Riemann-Hilbert splitting. Also, (3. 7. 10) will provide the basis for further investigations dealing with scattering and inverse scattering on the whole real line.
Chapter 4 describes in detail scattering and inverse scattering for the AKNS -equation if the corresponding potential has support in the negative half-line. Here we use in detail the analysis of [1] and [4] , Finally, in Chapter 5 we interpret the previous results in terms of (continuous) quotients of G. In particular we discuss how one can imbed an open dense set P 0~ of potentials into the quotient Jl=<£~\G/qi + . In a forthcoming publication we plan to extend the results of this paper to potentials integrable on the whole real line. Our starting point will be that for such a potential Q scattering can be defined separately for the restrictions of Q to the left and the right half-line respectively. Equation (3. 7. 10) shows how these two scattering problems are related.
Hence scattering for Q is determined by the scattering of its restriction to the negative half-line together with the transition matrices. It turns out that these transition matrices are closely related to the "discrete scattering data" used in [4] . Finally, we would like to remark that the study of factorization problems appearing in scattering theory was pioneered by Shabat in [12] for potentials with no discrete scattering data. Our goal, on the other hand, is to give a unified theory for all (reasonable) potentials in L *(!?)" § 1. Notation and Basic Results
1.1.
In this chapter we mainly collect notation and some basic results. For proofs we refer to [5] or more original literature [8] 
The following spaces will be considered throughout this paper
It is known that s£ consists of continuous functions vanishing at ± oo and that functions in si + and s& ~ have holomorphic extensions to the upper half-plane C+ and the lower half-plane C_ respectively. Moreover, /(z)-K) as z -^oo m the corresponding half-plane.
We note that the bounded projections on j/ + and s£ ~ are given by :
We will use the norm
where II s II } denotes the L Ŵ ith this norm, «s/, j/ + , and stf~ are Banach algebras. The rational functions in j/, «B/ + , and j/ ~ are dense in the corresponding space. In particular, s$ is decomposing in the sense of [7] .
1. 2. In order to obtain invertible elements it is necessary to extend the algebra st. We set ( Remark. 1) From the proof it is clear that one can also obtain a representation of g in the form g= dig u.
2) Mutatis mutandis the lemma above also holds for £?/~ and Q* , Q~ .
3) The rational functions x and y have poles only in C+ .
2. 4. In this section we prove essentially the converse of the lemma above. We recall from (1. 3. 1) that for g^G we always have det g= 1. Multiplying (14) by C-gives a solution of (13) where only the last condition is not yet satisfied :
It is clear that we obtain another solution of (16) To obtain (13) it now suffices to choose K so that deg J?<deg P+ . But dividing RC-by P+ yields a remainder R satisfying this requirement. D § 3. Matrix Decomposition and Solutions to the AKNS System 3.1. In this section we start to discuss the AKNS-equation. As will become clear from the text below we draw extensively from [1] and [4] . Another relevant reference is [2] , Let us consider the system of ordinary differential equations
We are mainly interested in the case QSP, where
We would like to point out that the derivative in (3. 1. 1) is taken in the distributional sense.
It is easy to see that for two solutions M l and M 2 of (3. 1. 1) we have
with some matrix A(z) independent of x.
It will be convenient to use the following abbreviation
We have stated in the introduction that we want to describe P from a group theoretical point of view using a Riemann-Hilbert problem for the group G defined in 1. 3. To do this we will show M(x, • ) e G for all
To obtain Me G we impose the additional condition 
J -oo
It is easy to see that with x 0 and Q' as above
holds.
This implies that M(x 0 , * ) =M Q ' (x 0 , ° ) satisfies (3. 1. 10). The statement (3. 1. 11) can be derived from [1] . But it can also easily be seen directly :
One notes that 9^=^40 implies d x det 0= (trace A) det 0. In our situation we set <l> = M Q e XZJ , then 3 x 0=(z/+g)0, whence <9 x det 0= (trace (z/+Q)) det 0 =0. Thus det 0 = det M Q does not depend on x. But Hrn^ M e =/by (3. 1. 8) and the claim (3. 1. 11) follows. ^ D Corollary. For Q^P the unique solution of (3. 1. 1), (3. 1. 8), and (3. 1. 9) is contained in G. 3o 2 0 From [4 ; Theorem (1. 13)] we know < S e -/eMat(2 J 2 ; ja/). In the last section we have used this to show that M Q -/EEMat (2, 2; j/) holds. Later (see Theorem 3. 5) we will need a stronger result.
For gePand x^R we set
Theorem. For Q£P we have
Prao/ We will follow closely the proof of Theorem (1. 13) of [4] . We have
For each k>\ the scalar coefficients B»(x, z) of B k (x, z) are given as a sum
where the summation is taken over all sequences of the form /=(/i, / 2 , • .., /*_!) with l</i, ..., i k -i<n = 2 and i^ii +l and
Here A s = -1 if 5= 1 and A s = 1 if 5=2. Rewriting (4) we obtain
To prove our claim we replace q it by q ti x x where ^x denotes the characteristic function of (-°°, x) and make the change of variables yr-*u=yiQ.
where and the region of integration B is described in ( y 2 ..... y^) space by Setting 5(fc ri) = [ -r~j, n=2, one shows as in [4] (9) «' Uu) where * denotes the same integrand as in (7) and where a denotes permutations of y 2 ..... j>fcthat do not change *. Then (10) '
In view of (6) -x x we can derive (6) and (9) as before. Now (10) gives
term tends to zero as x-^°o, proving the claim. Part (b) of the above theorem can be rephrased as 
Remark, a ) From [1] it actually follows that P 0 is defined by (3. 3. 2) to (3. 3. 5).
b ) Res
where W + (ZQ) is an upper triangular matrix (with diagonal 0) and W-(ZQ) is a lower triangular matrix (with diagonal 0).
Remark. To avoid confusion we point out that for z^R the matrix W e (z) has diagonal I, whereas for z 0^C + U C_ the matrix W E (ZQ) has diagonal 0.
The set Here the second column is analytic in C+ and has a continuous extension to R since b and d have simple poles at z 7 whereas 6 is zero there. Therefore one needs to show that the first column can be made analytic by a suitable choice of 7. Thus we want (2) adl + rbd and cd~l->rrd8 analytic.
To this end we choose 0) rU*)=« 2ta X!-rV. (14) of the proof of the above theorem we also obtain Corollary 3.
So 6 e We consider the continuity condition at x=0. We have
For our considerations later the following functions T + and r~ will be of special importance. 
For x~0 we evaluate (3. 7. 4) and apply (3. 7. 1). This yields We state this and insert it into (3. 7. 8). Thus we obtain
The last formula will be of particular importance in a later publication. We would also like to point out that (3. 7. 10) shows that the T'S change an "upperlower decomposition" into a "lower-upper decomposition".
8. In this section we show that P 0 is invariant under a natural involution of P. For gfEP we set g* (*) = -Q(-x).
Theorem. P 0 *=P 0
Proof. Let Q^P Q . It is straight forward to verify that the functions
satisfy the AKNS-equation with g*. Since g*£Pwe thus know Solving (7) and (8) In this chapter we shall study the space P 0~ of potentials defined below. On this space the map Q^>S Q is injective. In a later publication we will exploit the fact that analogous statements also hold for P 0 + to obtain a description of scattering and inverse scattering for potentials on the whole real line.
We set Note that these formulas describe the decomposition of L and Uin G_G + . Using the notation introduced in 4. 3 we now obtain Proof. The map is analytic since Q-*S Q is analytic, moreover, factorizing in G_G + and G+G_ is analytic. Therefore it only remains to show that the map is injective. But once we know <7 + (0, z) and cr~(0, z), then (4. Remark. If A is a 2X2 matrix such that det A=l then its partial indices KI and AC 2 satisfy AC 1 +AC 2 == 0. In the Proposition above the partial index is the one that is nonnegative. In the following section we show that K vanishes if x is close enough to 4.10. In this section we investigate the operators C x in more detail. From the proof of the last theorem it follows that we have to look essentially only at the operator 
It is easy to see that || w(z, x) \\ = \\ w \\ is independent of x. Hence the first term above is equal to || w 2 II II w l || || b + ~ b+ || and the first factor of the third term is || w 2 || . Next we consider || w 2 (z,
x-x' for some C>0. Altogether this shows that the second summand above can be estimated against (C || w 2 || I x-x + || w 2 -w 2 || ) || w l \\ \\b+\\. Finally, we consider the second factor in the third summand above. Using z, x) ) is invertible.
Proof. Set || vt> 2 || = || w 2 (z, x) || = 4. Choose N>Q, 0<£< 1 and such that S~™ w\(p)\ dp<^Y for a11 II Wj-wi II <£. Let now x<-N. We want to show that the equation (1) has only the trivial solution. To this end we consider z, x), wiU U+e)(J o°°T his shows that (1) has only the trivial solution. Since /-7T+L(w 2 (z, x)) TT_L(WI(Z, x)) is a Fredholm operator of index zero as shown in Proposition 4.9 and since Ker(/-7r + L(w 2 (z, X))TT_L(W I (Z, x)))=0 for x<N as shown just above, the assertion follows. D We would like to note that our notation is consistent with the notation of the previous chapters and sections and also with the notation used in [4] 22 = #Q3*^ -#(7*). Note that the rational functions occurring here have no zeroes or poles on the real axis or at °°. Hence we know #/3* = #(zeroes of 0* in C+)-#(poles of £* in C+) and #7* = -#(zeroes of 7* in C_)+#(poles of 7* in C_). From (4. 12. 5) we see that £/n =(<*£) ~! has no poles in C + ; similarly, (4. 12. 4) ej£. We will denote all the quantities associated with Q~ with a "~" and all quantities associated with Q with a " -". Then for x=0 (8) JI?
where t/e^ t . We know from Theorem 3. 4 that (8) can be written in terms of F's and ?7's as
A similar computation with M~(0, z) gives
where L(z)=J^!. Thus in view of (3. 7. 4), we get
Note, however, that (9) and (10) 
On the other hand we know Q~GP 0~. Therefore Section 4. Note that this implies that both sides are entire functions of z. Next recall that g £ (x, z)->l as z ^oo, z^C £ . Hence, subtracting zJ from both sides of (5. 1. 4), dividing by z and taking the limit as z -^°° we see that both sides now are equal to some Q= Q(x) independent of z. This shows Remark. The "potential" Q obviously is determined by g^G_G+. To indicate this dependence we will sometimes write Q= Q g . 
It is clear that the map g-*

